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$SPY

still looks very bullish on weekly, i expect it to move to 400 early next week

$QQQ

#QQQ similar on weekly, if it dips anywhere close towards 320, buy weeklies and monthlies as its gonna go right back up,

below this line though we'll see what happens
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$IWM

small caps have absolutely been on fire #IWM since elections, do you think the run continues?



$JETS

#Jets monthly chart - check out the base range it created since 2017 until pandemic, 28-32, looks like its creating a nice long

pattern and trying to go back to that range, lets see if it continues and breaks 28 again

$XLE

#XLE back to its last summer high, above this we can see a run towards 55-60



$XLF

Banks index continue to impress, moved above the pre-pandemic highs finally, this is still very bullish and continues to grow

$TRAN

Transports breaking from the current channel, i took some profits yesterday, but looks like it could start something special



$MJ

#MJ needs to hold here

$TSLA

#TSLA holy grail setup falling wedge, can start a new run towards 900+ again



$NVDA

#NVDA needs to stay over the breakout level, below this and i'll get less interested, earnings next week

$AMZN 

everyone just waiting on amzn to pop from here and it needs to hold this level here, above 3400 we need to see 3489 and



3552, after that we can see a nice run again

$CRM

#CRM disappointment last week, but still inside the channel, look for some continuation next week, earnings next week



$PLTR

#PLTR looks beautiful on the holy grail falling wedge setup, looks like it can test 40 again by march

Thank you for viewing!

Follow and subscribe for weekly charts :)

Have a fantastic weekend

p.s. Stonks only go up!
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